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Abstract:
Developments in enabling technology (monitoring equipment, communication technology, data storage and processing) have made it possible to monitor Power Quality on a large scale. Introduction of new load types like Electric Vehicles, the proliferation of storage applications and the continuous increase of inverter-based generation place additional pressure on network operators to monitor, report and control various aspects of network performance. Consequently the number of installed Power Quality monitors and the amount of available Power Quality data is growing vastly. These data contain a lot of valuable information about the behaviour of Power Quality, but at the same time the management and analysis of these big data becomes a more and more complex challenge for the network operators. Particular due to the lack of sophisticated and automatic analysis tools up to now only a very limited amount of the available information is used. This panel provides an overview of the major challenges of big data in Power Quality analysis applications. It addresses general aspects of designing larger Power Quality measurement campaigns and the basic requirements on instruments and sensors. Beside real experiences of a distribution network operator, novel ideas on indices for Power Quality benchmarking and the use of the data for including Power Quality aspects in network planning are discussed.
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